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CHAPTER I
IMTRODUCTION
Purpose
It has long been an axiom in education that pupils
learn more easily and more readily those things in which they
are interested. Therefore, it seems legitimate for the sake
of better, more dynamic and more fruitful teaching- of junior
high school science to investigate and tabulate their prefer-
ences so that most effort may be expended ty the teacher on
those divisions of the subject which will appeal to them and
which they can most readily make integral parts of their
living experience. The following paper aims at doing jiist
that.
A questionnaire, which will be found at the end, was
prepared because it covered the following areas:
1. Textbooks
2, Homework assignments
5. Laboratory and demonstration techniques
4. Exaxainations
5. Subject matter
6. Independent work project
1
r
7, Visual aids
8, Reading assignment
9, Classroom organization
These preferences will be analyzed according to:
1. Total population
2. Preferences of girls
5, Preferences of boys
A comparison between the results of the first and
second test
1, Total population
2, Preferences of girls
3, Preferences of boys
STOIMARY OF RESEARCH
Since this study is an attempt to investigate pupils
preferences and interests in science, the research has been
organized in relation to:
1. Interests
2. Preferences
S. The nine areas
4. The technique
Interests
Science teachers believe that the experiences pupils
have with science should in every possible way contribute to
C
the general objectives of self-realization, hman relationships,
economic efficiency, and civic responsibilities. They should
challenge the selection of subject matter, methods used,
activities pursued, and evaluations made on the basis of
whether or not they contribute towards these aims.
There is plenty of opportiinity in science classes for
pupils to practice democratic procedures, to see the importance
of careful choice of leaders, to see the necessity for voicing
opinions, and for active participation in group work, to learn
that living in a democratic group involves sharing responsi-
bility for its works as well as reaping benefits from it*
Billett^ defines interest as, "That relationship be-
tween the pupil's present tendencies toward and capacities for
behavior, and the immediate goal toward which he is working".
2
Jones defines interest as, "A feeling of liking
associated with a reaction, either actual or imagined, to a
specific thing or situation".
Dawson points out the importance of discovering the
interests of pupils and using this knowledge in the planning
Billett, Roy 0. Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching ^
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1940, p. 11<^.
Jones, Arthiar J. Principles of Guidance , McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York, 1945, p. 191.
^Dawson, Mildred A. "Preferences for Conversational Topics",
Elementary School Jovirnal , 57:429-457 (February, 1957), p. 429.

of teaching materials and procedures.
It is assumed that effective teaching is based on the
psychological principle that learning is most functional
and economical in a lifelike situation which, to the
learner, seems vital and v/orthwhile. To ascertain the
natiiral interests of young children is, therefore, an
important step in the planning of the curricultan.
In considering the permanence of interests and the
relation of present interests to past experiences, Kingsley^
remarks, "Interest is also related to one's past experience
and abilities already developed",
Zim states, "If one defines 'permanence' of inter-
est in terms of educational potentialities, it is evident that
these interests are permanent enough to warrant consideration
in the science currictila",
5Strong believes education may change interests,
"Since interests involve reactions to specific things, they
must all be learned. Accordingly, they may be modified later
on by reeducation."
-••Kingsley, Howard L. The Nature and Condition of Learning s
Prentice-Hall, Inc, New York, 1947, p. 101.
2
Zim, Herbert S. "Student Interest in Science", School
Science and Mathematics , 41: £.85-389 (March, 1941), p. 387.
Strong, E, K, "Aptitudes versus Attitudes in Vocational
Guidance", Journal of Applied Psychology , 18:501-515 (August,
1934), p. 515,

Preferences
Pupils' preferences have been studied in many areas,
and at different levels. Croxton"^ expresses this belief when
he says, "Children's preferences can be influenced considerably
by well-planned activities in any field".
2Bowman reports in his conclusion from a study of
the relation of reported preferences to performance in prob-
lea solving that the analysis hy groups of pupils showed these
definite tendencies.
1, The most significant result shown in this respect
(problem solving) is the tendency for pupils of
high ability, as measured in this study, to perform
equally well on all types of problems, and further-
more, to indicate no decided preference for an^
particular types.
2. We may draw the conclusion, then, that pupils of
lower ability prefer problems which are not set in a
complex sitmtion, but which necessitate only the
follov/ing of definite directions.
Croxton, W, C. Science in the Elementary School, McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1957, p. 95.
^Bowman, Herbert Lloyd, The Relation of Reported Prefer-
ence to Performance in Problem Solving , Doctoral Dissertation,
Graduate School, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri,
1929, pp. 7-8.
c
3, The inference may be made, then, that there is a
tendency for the individual to select, as his prefer-
ence, that problem out of a group of problems which
he knows or thinks he will be more nearly successful
in solving.
4, The relation between reported preference and perform-
ance is significant enough to demand some attention
when we select problems for textbooks.
Friedman-^ investigated pupils' preferences in regard
to the learning of time relationships. His findings show a
wide scattering of preferences rather than very definite
agreement, but adds that, "These facts do not minimize the
values of pupil interest as a criterion for selecting content
and method, but they do show that they must be supplemented hy
such other factors as learnability and utility in the judge-
ment of teachers".
2Garretson's findings state, "It is interesting to
note the similarity with which pronounced attitudes, on the
part of the pupils of one school, appear in the responses of
^Friedman, Kople C. "Pupils* Preferences in the Learning
of Dates", Social Studies , 35:172-174 (April, 1944,) p. 174.
p
Garretson, Oliver Kelleam. "Relationships Between Ex-
pressed Preferences and Curricular Abilities of Ninth Grade
Boys", Contributions to Education No. 396, Teachers College,
Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, New York, 1942,
p. 118.

pupils in other schools". The data in Friedman's study com-
pared the preferences of pupils within a single school.
Waters'^ findings in a study of the application of
an educational theory to science instruction point out:
1. P-u^iils should study and investigate those problems
which are recognized by them personally as being
worthy of their effort.
2. With but few exceptions, the problems and topics
selected by the pupils for study were among those
commonly included in conventional physics, chemistry,
and biology textbooks.
S. The pupils' selection of topics for study and their
stuc^ procedures gave evidence of clearly defined
purposes and effective methods of inquiry.
4, The pupils expressed as a value studies involving
skills and information which they felt possessed
fttnctional usefulness.
The Nine Areas
Research pertaining to the nine areas selected for
investigation in the study will be presented. This study at-
tempts to sample classroom procedures and practices as well as
-'Waters, Eugene A. "A Study of the Application of an Edu-
cational Theory to Science Instruction", Contributions to
Education No, 864, Teachers College, Columbia University,
B\ireau of Publications, New York, 1942, pp. 116-118.

subject matter,
A typical course is presented through the employment
of several or all of the following areas:
1. A textbook
2. Laboratory work
3. Problem or project work
4. Field trip or excursions
5. Sxiggested and required reading from scientific and
general magazines.
Textbooks * This area was selected because the textbook is
such an important part of American education that it is really
necessary to know which types appeal to boys and girls of
2junior high school age. Stewart's study revealed, "Children
showed a statistically significant difference in their prefer-
ence for using many textbooks rather than using one class text-
book in all situations".
Homework Assignments . The homework assignment was selected
because it is at present a very controversial topic, some
schools going so far as to omit it. In the present junior
high systems of those schools sampled, the period of 40-46
minutes appears to be too short without some home study.
There is no definite practice with regard to the
purchase of textbooks. Some states ptarchase all the textbooks;
-'"Curtis, Francis Day. "Some Values Derived from Extensive
Reading of General Science", Contributions to Education No.
165, Teachers College, Columbia University, Bureau of Publica-
tions, New York, 1924, p. 2.
c
^Stewart, Dorothy H. Children Preferences in Types of
Reading Assignments
,
Unpublished Masters Thesis, School of
Education, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1945, p. 76.

other states supply part of the books, or none.
In the Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education,-^ this opinion regarding textbooks
is given,
In general, what seems likely to prove most satisfactory
is to select a basic textbook that provides a good
general outline of the co\arse and the primary text
material which all the class may be expected to study
and then to supplement tliis foundational material with
a variety of material from other textbooks, periodicals,
and reference works.
Laboratory Assignment * This area was included because demon-
stration is an integral part of the subject. Undoubtedly, it
would be most valuable to have all pupils try every experiment,
but most junior high schools are not equipped for that.
Valuable as the inductive method can be in the sciences, its
use is not yet practicable and the questions covered here
cover merely who sho\J.d do the experiment and when, in relation
to the classroom discussions it should come. This last being
the nearest, we can approach to inductive versus deductive
methods.
In relation to the purpose and methods of laboratory
work, this opinion is expressed in the Forty-Sixth Yearbook
2
of the National Society for the Study of Education.
^National Society for the Study of Education, Forty-Sixth
Yearbook, Part 1, Science Education in American Schools, Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1947, p. 48,
f
Performing demonstrations or individual experiments merely
for the purpose of verifying facts or principles already-
known is rarely, if ever, justified. The primary purpose
of experimenting is to secure evidence which may reveal
answers to problems. In order to effect this purpose the
inductive method should, in nearly all cases, be used;
that is, the laboratory work should precede, not follow,
the classroom discussion of a topic or principle,
Croxton-^ states.
The doing of the project is quite a different matter from
observing the execution and description or even explain-
ing it. If the teacher carries it on entirely as a
demonstration, it is she who meets most of the diffi-
culties and surmounts them.
Another interesting phase of laboratory ?;ork is con-
cerned with requiring the pupils to make drawings of the
apparatus used in the experiment,
2
Baird said, concerning this problem, "A study of
the drawings indicates that probably too much of the pupils'
time is devoted to drawings and possibly much of this time is
spent in copy work".
Examinations , We inqixired about examinations, since, to
pupils, at any rate, they seem so important. The question-
naire covers the kinds of objective tests preferred, what
preparation should be made, and how corrections should be
given,
^Croxton, W. C, Science in the Elementar?^ School , McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1937, p, 60.
^Baird, Don 0. "A Study of Biology Notebook Work in New
York State", Contributions to Education No. 400, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, Bureau of Publications, New York,
1929, p. 24.

The method of questioning has taken many forms
ranging from the essay or composition type answer to the
highly objective type. Each type has certain advantages and
disadvantages, and the type of examination is usually chosen
according to the purpose of the examination.
Greene, Jorgensen and Gerherich"^ state:
Pupils spend a great deal of time in preparing for and
writing examinations. The school spends considerable
time and money setting up organisations for the prepara-
tion and administration of examinations. Teachers devote
much time to the preparation, scoring, and marking of
examination papers, while parents in general set far too
much store by the marks earned by their children on
school examinations.
2The Committee of the Forty-Sixth Yearbook cautions.
The pencil and paper tests should be supplemented by
other types of tests, such as analysis of work, products,
notebooks, collections, and committee reports; class-
room questioning and discussion, observation or signi-
ficant behavior; and conferences and interviews with
individuals or with small groups.
Subject Matter . Science courses are very broad in subject
matter, and even in extraordinary circmstances cannot be
entirely covered in a year. The next area makes provisions
for this by providing for pupil participation, if preferred,
and by dividing the course into broad topics and asking pupils
to check preferences in each division; as an additional check,
Greene, Harry A,, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J. Raymond
Gerherich. Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary Schools ,
Longmans Green and Company, New York, 1946, p. 5.
^0£. cit., pp. 252-E53.
f
they were asked to check, in order of preference, the subjects
of English, Mathematics, and Science.
Croxton^^ conunents,
It seems likely that the child is primarily interested in
himself and in his social relations; secondarily, and in-
directly, in objects, whether animal, plant, or inanimate.
His interest is probably proportional to the possibili-
ties that the objects suggest to him for self-expression
or for interaction with his associates.
Hunter^ verifies Croxton's statements by saying.
It is evident that, as native interests can be utilized,
much can be done toward the organization of subject mat-
ter which will be taken over wholeheartedly by the pupil.
The idea of the units developed in science coiorses is
sound because this organization is built around the
native interests of the children. Science study must be
made practical to be interesting to young people,
Slavson and Spear*^ stats the value of pupil parti-
cipation in planning.
Science teaching sho\ild be approached from the standpoint
that learning is not a passive process but a dynamic
assimilative process, and that learning takes place under
the stimulating conditions of real life in which the
pupil participates in activities which he helps to ini-
tiate, and for which he himself sees a need.
Waters comments.
Class work should begin with pupil and teacher expression
cit., p. 97.
Hunter, George Science Teaching . American Book Company,
New York, 19S4, p. 82.
Slavson, S. R, and Robert K. Spear. Science m the New
Education. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1954, pp. 25-26.

of the interests, questions, problems, and olans which
are of felt importance to members of the class, and a
selection of those which pupil and teacher feel are
worthy and possible of profitable study and exploration.
The Independent Work Project , This topic needs no justifica-
tion for inclusion here. Questions in it aim to cover the
length, the covering of the topic, the kind of report, and
the kind of reward preferred.
Similarly, by now, no justification need be made for
visual aids. The questionnaire aims only to investigate types
preferred. Group instruction gives a better opportunity for
appealing to the interests of the children. Work projects on
the part of the pupil should be encouraged. Guidance must be
given along the way, especially to the slow pupils.
In work projects teachers vary in their methods.
Croxton^ says.
Some teachers follow the practice of dividing the class
into groups and allowing each group to carry on only
enterprises in only one field such as studying birds or
growing plants. Other teachers extend an activity over
a large part of the school year, thus greatly limiting
the range of the child's experience. It is much better
to interest children in carrying on a wide range of
activities in each grade,
2
Concerning individual work projects. Waters states,
1. The pupils expressed as a value the opportunity to
share in the selection of problems and topics for
study and felt that more value was derived from
•0£. cit.
, pp. 117-118.
'0£. cit., pp. 117-118,

individualized study than v/as realized from group
study of a single topic.
2, The study and exploration of the problems selected
by the pupils and the teacher determined the class
procedure and course content, the latter being deter-
mined for each pupil by the problems and topics
which he undertook for study.
In defense of the individual work project, Croxton"*"
remarks, "In time the more capable children will be likely to
achieve more brilliant results by any method, but the slow
pupil probably has greater opportunity for attaining satis-
faction in project work than in any other way",
Visiial Aids . The use of visual aids in the field of science
has aided learning through the introduction of vicarious ex-
perience. Pupils are thus able to see much scientific
material which it would be otherwise impossible to introduce
into the classroom. Field trips and excursions have taken
the classroom to the natural setting of much science source
material,
p
Dale's cone of experience helps to explain the re-
lationship of the various types of sensory materials, as the
move from direct experience to the most abstract kind of
learning. These bands on the cone interlap and frequently
blend into one another. The cone as a whole conveniently sub-
Op . cit , , p. 16.
%)ale, Edgar. Aiidio-Visual Methods in Teaching , The
Dryden Press, New York, 1946, p. 52,
(
divides into three major groups:
1. Direct experience
z. Contrived experience
5. Dramatic participation
4. Demo nstrations
5. Field trips
6. Exhibits
7. Motion pictiires
8, Radio, recordings, still pictures
9. Visual symbols
10. Verbal symbols
The first major group (l, E, and 5) involve doing
in order of decreasing directness. The second group (4, 5,
6, 7, and 8) involve observation in order of decreasing direct-
ness. The last group (9 and 10) involve symbolizing in order
of increasing abstractness.
Reading Assignment . The best we can do for pupils is to pre-
sent life-like situations, but the fact remains that most of
their knowledge mxist come from reading. The questions cover
such topics as, whether single or partnership reading is pre-
ferred, whether all the class should read the same assignment,
whether topics should be selected, and how they should be re-
ported. Because so much of the pupils* individiial study de-
pends upon gaining knowledge throiagh reading, it is important

to consider the reading assignments ana the types of reading
previously investigated.
There is a specialized technique used in the reading
of science material, as explained by McCullough, Traxler, and
Strang,'^
Maturity in science reading requires the ability to
evaluate, verify, and judge the worth of the material;
to define with precision words referring to specific
substances, or operations that can be observed; to
select the facts related to a given topic; to picture
an experiment from the written description; and to
follow directions.
Blair^ states, "Reading is a tool which every pi4)il
in the junior and senior high school miist be able to use skill-
fully if he is to succeed in his work."
5
Golden sought to determine which has the greatest
efficiency—reading guided by questions, reading followed by
questions, or rereading. The conclusions show that:
1, Reading followed by questions has a much greater
effect on the learning process than reading guided
by questions.
•^McCullough, Constance iM,, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E.
Traxler, Problems in the Improvement of Reading , McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1946, pp, 76-77.
p
Blair, Glenn Myers. Diagnostic and Remedial Teaching in
the Secondary Schools , The MacMillan Cdmpany, Ne.? York, 1946,
p. 1.
Golden, Sister May Laurentia. "Reading Guided by Questions
versus Careful Reading Followed by Questions", Journal of Edu-
cational Psychology , 35:463-468 (September, 194E), p. 468.

E, Reading followed by questions showed the fewer number
of errors,
3, The second reading performance appeared inferior to
reading giaided by questions.
Lyons''' investigated the preferences of sixth-grade
pi:5)ils for reading assignments which are allied to various
activities. The order of preference of children for the
assignments were:
1. Excursions 4, Entertaining
2. No activity 5» Talking
3. Constructing 6. Writing
Classroom Organization
. This topic must be asked about within
limits. It is a well-knovm fact that classes, to be ideal,
should certainly not contain more than twenty-five or thirty
students, but in actuality size is conditioned by the size
of the room, the ntonber of seats, the niamber of pupils, and
the number of teachers. Therefore, the questions are confined
to asking about co-educational classes, pupil participation,
2
seat selecting, and recitation. The School Opinion Poll
questioned superintendents and teachers in high schools in
"^Lyons, Catherine L. An Evaluation of the Relative Appeal
of Reading Assignments
,
Unpublished Masters Thesis, School of
Education, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1945,
p. 45.
^School Opinion Poll, Nation's Schools . 35:29 (June, 1945).

New Jersey concerning the number of pupils that would be con-
sidered ideal. Eighty-five per cent of those questioned pre-
ferred from twenty to thirty pupils in a class. In this same
poll another superintendent says, "Two-thirds of the superin-
tendents believe these classes shoiald not exceed twenty-five"
In addition to these administrative aspects of
classroom organization, the teacher-pupil organization within
each classroom has received some attention.
Billett^ reports, "In every course pupils should
have a chance to engage in activities which the teacher may
know are likely to result in valuable learning products, but
which the pupil pursues solely because of his intrinsic in-
terest in the activity",
Hopkins adds.
The selection, development, and direction of the ex-
perience is a cooperative undertaking in which pupils
and teacher work together under teacher giaidance. This
means that the experience is not selected in advance by
the teacher, organized into topics, activities, outcomes
with minimum essentials in subject matter. Neither is
it selected in advance by the pupils. It is selected
on the spot tjy pupils and teacher who compose the
particular learning group.
Cit., p. 500.
2
Hopkins, Thomas L
cation, D. Appleton-Century Company, New York, 1957, p. Jd54
. Integration: Its Meaning and Appli-
',-1
.
The Technique ,
Information may be gathered by using mar^ different
techniques. For this study the questionnaire type seems most
feasible.
In preparing this instrument, Koos'^ states, "One
can hardly urge too great care in the preparation of the
questionnaire"
.
Koos*^ states further,
Whenever possible, it is preferable to use the oral
questionnaire; that is, the interview, to the written
questionnaire. In the case of approach for response
to those without facility in reading and writing there
can be no exception to the use of the preferred form
(...). Inquiry by personal interview endangers frank-
ness in response and in which the written questionnaire
providing for a waiver of signature or assuming confi-
dential treatment of answers is preferable.
3
Koos cites four instances where written responses
were found to be more reliable,
1. Securing the attitudes of pupils toward marks and
markings;
2. Two studies seeking attitudes of students toward
their extracxirricular activities;
3. A study relating to student leaders;
4. A study of student opinions of teachers and courses.
Koos'^ sets forth the follo?d.ng types of responses.
Koos, Leonard V. The Questionnaire in Education , New York,
The MacMillan Compare, 1928, p. 162.
^0£. Cit., p. 178.
30o. Cit ., p. 18
^0£. Cit ., p. 70.

1. Simple information
2. Variable verbal responses
5. Yes and no
4, Checking
5. Ranking
6. Rating
7. Weighing
Koos lists four faults that may be eliminated by
pre-tests,
1. Faulty questions
2, Questions which encourage indefinite responses
5, Questions usually best not to be asked at all because
the answers can be found in more reliable sources.
4. The question which is not skillfully put.
Koos^ advises the use of the following methods in
the construction of the questionnaire,
1. Very careful formulation by the author and arrange-
ment in the form to be used.
2. Submission to some expert for advice and correction.
3. Try-outs on teachers or others not primarily con-
cerned.
4. A try-out of the revised questionnaire on a group as
nearly like the one to whom it is to be sent as
possible.
Koos offers two criteria to follow in making a
questionnaire,
1. The ability and the willingness of the persons ap-
proached to make reliable answers.
2. As to the length the questionnaire shoula be as
short as possible.
-••Koos, Leonard V. The Questionnaire in Education , The
Macl^illan Company, New York, 1928, p. 109, 116, 117.

Koos-^ states, "One may safely conclude that while
questionnaires should be as brief as possible, such factors
as timeliness, merit of the study, and adequate motivation
will often affect the disadvantage of length".
2Whitney sets forth the following criteria to fol-
low in making a questionnaire,
1, It should be within the comprehension of those who
are to answer it,
2, It sho\ild demand a minimal amount of writing,
3, It should be directed primarily to matters of
ascertaining facts and less often to matters of
opinion,
4, It should elicit unequivocal replies, especially
if these are later to be subjected to statistical
treatment,
6. It should deal with matters that are worth in-
vestigating, and that will seem to the recipients
to be worthy investigation,
6. Although demanding only brief replies, it should
stimulate supplementary communications from the
recipients,
7. It should promise the respondent a copy of the
published results.
Bowman^ reports, "Reported preference within a narrow
field can be measured with a remarkable degree of accuracy by
employing definite reporting methods in narrowed down, prefer-
ence situations".
•'•Qp, cit,
,
p, 151,
%Jhitney, Frederick Lamson, The Elements of Research ,
Prentice-Hall, Inc, New York, 1947, p. 139,
^Bowman, Herbert Lloyd, The Relation of Reoorted Prefer-
ence in Problem Solving , Doctoral Dissertation, Graduate
School, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, 1929,
p. 49.
c
CHAPTER II
PLAN AND PROCEDURE
Purpose
Chapter I presents a justification for the problem,
the choice of the areas, specific questions included and the
techniques employed. Research clearly shows that the inter-
ests and preferences of pupils are important in the planning
of classroom procedures and in the choice of topics to be
stiadied. The major piirpose of this study is to discover the
preferences of junior high school ptapils concerning science.
The second purpose of this study is to present the data so
that it will be of use to teachers in planning their science
courses*
CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
In previous investigations of interests and prefer-
ences, the interview and questionnaire methods were used. The
interview method would consume too much time and junior high
school pupils would lose interest. By using the questionnaire,
classes could all be surveyed at the same time.
In order to determine which aspects of classroom
^2

administration and procedure and the subject matter areas to
be considered, an investigation was reqioired. This was at-
tained by a survey of courses of study in the field. Only
questions which appeared pertinent were used.
This survey revealed the following nine areas de-
serving of consideration:
1. Textbooks
Homework assignments
5. Laboratory assignment
4. Examinations
5. Subject matter
6. Work projects
7. Visual aids
8, Reading assignments
9. Classroom organization
The questionnaire technique requires care in con-
struction to avoid ambiguity, limit responses, and to arrange
preferences so that a true response may be obtained.
These factors were also considered;
1. Presenting questions so as to prevent monotony,
2. Presenting questions understandable to pupils of
junior high school level.
5, Allowing for the expression of a definite preference
of one sitioation over another.
t<
4. Avoiding questions which might lead pupil to believe
his class standing would be affected,
5. Directing pupils to answer every question.
6. Allowing ample time for answering the questions.
7. Administering the test during regular class period.
Curtis,^ in administering a questionnaire to a group
of pupils noticed,
1. Several of the pupils failed to answer half of the
test.
2. Several pupils left blanks on the last three pages.
5. Time limit prevented pupils opportunity to reread and
answer questions.
4. Many hurried at end of period to answer all questions
without due reflection.
With these pitfalls in mind, the questionnaire was
prepared. It contained a list of forty-two questions requiring
the checking of fifty-five preferences. They are:
1. Thirty-two questions presenting two preferences.
2. Three questions presenting three preferences.
5. Three questions presenting four preferences.
4. Four questions presenting five preferences.
5. One question presenting six preferences.
The questionnaire was submitted to science teachers
to be evaluated. A few changes were made. Six pupils, a boy
^Curtis, Francis Day, "Some Values Derived from Extensive
Reading of General Science", Contributions to Education No.
165, Teachers College, Colmbia University, Bureau of Publica-
tions, New York, 1924, p. 99.
I
and girl from each grade, were tested. After explaining the
p-urpose of the questionnaire, the pupils v«ere told they were
being tested in order to find out:
1. If there were any ambiguous questions.
2. If there were ai^ difficult words.
The pupils were interested and worked diligently
throughout the test. The test was conducted under regular test
condj-tions during class periods. After the test, no questions
were asked and no suggestions were offered. The average time
required for the test was;
Seventh grade pupils 18 minutes
Eighth grade pupils 16 minutes
Ninth grade pupils 15 minutes
SELECTION OF POPULATION
The questionnaire was administered to 247 science
p\3pils in the two junior high schools of Waltham, Massachusetts.
Pupils were selected ty definite classes of the seventh, eighth,
and ninth grades of both schools.
The questionnaire was administered in both junior
high schools the first week of November, and again the third
week of February under the same conditions as the first time.
The junior high schools are sitiiated one on each
side of the Charles fdver. The South Junior High School draws
((
mainly from a maniifacturing district, and the North Junior High
School from a residential district. By administering the
qxiestionnaire to both, we secured a good cross-section of
pupils, representing both a manufacturing community and a
residential community.
ADMINISTRATIOM OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The teachers administered the questionnaire in their
own classrooms. All the pupils in each of the classes answered
the questionnaire.
The first page of the questionnaire included space
for personal data concerning each pupil, as well as the
written directions to the pupils. These directions were read
to the pupils.
The questionnaire was administered the second time
to the same classes under the same conditions and with exactly
the same instructions to teachers ar^ pupils as the first
time.
Each teacher received written instructions which in-
cluded an explanation of the piirposes of the questionnaire and
specific directions for administering. A copy of these in-
structions to the teachers is included in the Appendix.
f
TABULATION OF THE DATA
The data were tabulated by totalling the preferences
according to:
1. Total number of pupils checking each preference.
Total number of boys checking each preference.
S. Total nmber of girls checking each preference.
This process v;as repeated for results after adminis-
tering the questionnaire for the second time and a comparison
of the results of both tests was made.

CHAPTKil III
ANALYwSIS OF THE DATA
The purpose of this study is to investigate the
preferences of junior high school pupils in science. The data
were analyzed to determine the preferences of:
1. The total population—247 pupils - 108 boys - 159 girls
2. The boys 108
5, The girls 159
Also to note any changes in preferences of second
test given in February:
1. The total population—245 pupils - 107 boys - 158 girls
2. The boys 107
5. The girls 158
A comparison of preferences above 65% for both tests
is made of the total population, boys and girls,
A comparison of item percentages and gain or loss of
percentages from the first and second test of the total poptila-
tion, of boys and girls. All items above 65% are listed, and
corresponding results if below 65%.
The gain or loss of percentage points for items above
65% are listed, and preferences within the range of seven per-
centage points are considered stable preferences.
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Only those items preferred by 65% or more of the
pupils are shown.

TABLE I
Percentage of Preference s of Total Population for Each Item
November 1948
Table I shows the percentage of pupils' preferences
for each item included in the o^uestionnaire. No. represents
the nmber of the test item, N. represents the total number
of pupils answering each test item, ^ shows the percentage
of the total population indicating that preference.
Textbooks
No, N. % Prefer
1, 247 72,9 To have assignments all from one text-
book,
27.1 To have assignments from several text-
books,
2. 247 46,2 A story type textbook with a few facts
on each page.
53.8 A shorter textbook with many facts on
each page.
S, 247 26.1 To find out yoxirself how to use the
textbook,
74.9 To have the teacher show you how to use
the textbook.
i
TABLE I, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Homework Assignments
4. 247 85,4 To prepare a written assignment.
16.6 To prepare an oral assignment,
5. Ji47 62.5 A reading assignment,
57.7 Make an exhibit for an assignment,
6. 247 26.5 To prepare an assignment by yourself,
75.7 To prepare an assignment with a group.
7. 247 35.2 To do homework in the afternoon.
66.8 To do homework in the evening.
8. 247 16,6 To be given a topic for study.
85,4 To select from a list a topic for study,
S. 247 58,9 To keep a notebook witn the prepared
daily assignments.
40,1 To hand in daily assignments.
10. 247 55.9 To have daily assignments.
44,1 To have independent work projects.
Laboratory and Demonstration Experiments
11. 247 17.4 To first do the experiment yourself.

TABLE I, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
82,6 To first watch the teacher do the ex-
periment.
12, 247 22,7 A pupil to demonstrate the experiment.
77.5 The teacher to demonstrate the experi-
ment.
15, 247 47,8 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be volunteers.
52,2 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be selected by the teacher.
14. 247 40.6 To do the laboratory work before the
classroom discussion of a topic,
59.6 To do the laboratory work after the
classroom discussion of a topic,
15, 247 66,4 To choose the experiment from several
experiments,
53,6 To have the teacher select the experi-
ment from several experiments.
16, 494 28,9
13,6
Examinations
True-False type test questions.
Completion type test questions.
f{
TABLE I, contM
No, N, % Prefer
31.8 M\iltiple choice type test questions.
25.7 Matching type test questions.
17. 247 29.6 To answer a test question by drawing a
diagram.
70.4 To answer a test question by writing an
explanation.
18. 247 71,7 Examinations to be given always with
notice.
28.5 Examinations to be given sometimes with
notice and sometimes without notice.
19. 247 68,4 To have the correct answers discussed in
class when the test papers are returned,
31.6 To have comments written on paper.
20. 247 46.1 To review the subject matter in class
before an examination.
53.9 To be given a list of questions to guide
your study before an examination.
21. 247 30.8 That the teacher choose the topics to
study,
69.2 That the teacher allow the pupils to
help choose the topics to study.
(I
TABLE I, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
494 32.4 To study air pressure.
11.1 To study carbon-d ioxide.
13.4 To study oxidation.
29.4 To study oxygen.
13.7 To stiody respiration.
25. 494 21.6 To study clouds.
16.0 To study rainfall.
21.6 To study temperature.
22.6 To study weather bureau.
18.2 To study winds.
24. 494 7.7 To study conduction.
30.5 To study expansion.
18.4 To study friction.
26.7 To study heating systems.
16.5 To study radiation.
25. 494 29.4 To study disease.
20.8 To study food nutrition.
24.5 To study mental health.
25.3 To study physical fitness.
26. 494 21.0 To study constellations
.
5.9 To study latitude.
I
TABLE I, cont'd
No> N. % Prefer
5,7 To study longitude.
37.0 To study planets.
30.4 To study stars.
27. 247 44.1 English as first compared with Mathe-
matics and Science.
28.4 Mathematics first compared with Science
and English.
27.5 Science first compared with English and
Mathematics.
Independent Work Pro.ject
28. 247 23. The work project should last a week.
54.7 The work project should last two weeks.
22.3 The work project shoiild last a month.
29. 247 62,5 To have the teacher select the topic
for the project.
57.5 To select the topic for the project
yourself.
50. 247 25,5 To report the project work orally,
74.6 To write the project work report.

TABLE I, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
51, 247 2«8 Praise as first choice when compared
with a good mark and a prize,
13,4 A prize as first choice when compared
with praise and good mark,
77,8 A good mark as first choice when com-
pared with a prize and praise.
Visual Aids
52, 494 30.2 Demonstrations.
18.8 Field trips.
46.6 Moving pictures.
4.4 Still pictures.
53, 741 12.5 Bulletin boards.
22.7 Cartoons,
5.5 Colored chalk.
14.4 Maps.
25.5 Photographs.
19.6 Posters,
54, 247 66,6 To have film shown before studying the
unit,
34,4 To have film shown after studying the
unit.

TABLE I, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Reading Assignment
55. 247 75.5 To have all the class read the same
assignment,
24.7 To have each group read a different
assignment.
26. 247 21.5 To do an assignment by yourself.
78.5 To do an assignment with a partner,
37. 247 75,7 To select a topic for the reading
assignment.
26,3 To be assigned a topic for the reading
assignment,
58, 247 34,4 To make your report following a guide
sheet after the reading.
65.6 To report in your own way after the
reading.
Classroom Organization
59. 247 76,5 A class of boys and girls,
25,5 Pupils all your own sex.
40. 247 78.9 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
I
TABLE I, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
21.1 The teacher plan the classroom work,
41, 247 89.8 To select yoiar own seat.
10.2 To be assigned yotir seat.
42. 247 11,5 That the teacher call on you when
answering questions in class.
88,7 That the teacher allofv you to volun-
teer wfhen answering questions in class.
i
TABLE II
Percentage of Preferences _of the Total Population Above 65^
Table II shows the preferences indicated by 65% or more
of the total population. The preferences are listed in order
of per cent. No. represents the number of the item. II. repre-
sents the number of pupils answering the items. ^ shows the
percentage of the pupils who made the preference.
No.it V/ • N Prefer
41- 247 89.8 To ppf: nwn spfi'k-.
42. 247 88.7 Volunteers be allowed to answer
questions in class.
4. 247 85.4 To prepare written assignments.
8. 247 83.4 To select from a list topics for study.
11. 247 82.6 To first watch the teacher do the ex-
periments.
40. 247 78.9 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
36. 247 78.6 To do an assignment with a partner.
31. 247 77.8 Good marks based over praise and prize.
12. 247 77.3 Teachers to demonstrate the experiment.
59. 247 76.5 Classes to be made up of boys and girls.
55. 247 75.5 Have all the class read the saine assign-
ment.
i
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TABLE II, cont'd
No. N. Prefer
5. 247 74.9 To have teacher show how to use a text-
book.
50. 247 74.5 To write report on work project.
37. 247 75.7 To select own topic for reading assign-
ment.
6. 247 73.7 To prepare an assignment with a group.
1. 247 72.9 To have assignments all from one text-
book.
18. 247 71.7 Examinations to be given always with
notice.
17. 247 70.4 Writing an explanation to doing a
drawing.
21, 247 69.2 To choose the topics to stiody.
19. 247 68.4 To have correct answers discussed in
class after examinations.
7. 247 66.8 To prepare homework in the evening.
15. 247 66.4 To choose experiment where several show
the same principle.
34. 247 65.6 To have films shown before a tmit of work.
38. 247 66.6 To report in own way in preference to
guide sheet on a reading assignment.
I
TABLE II, cont'd
Where more than two choices were given, the pupils
selected: True-False examinations over completion type,
miiltiple choice, and matching examinations.
The following topics were chosen:
Air pressure
Clouds
Expansion
Disease
Physical fitness
Planets
English was chosen first compared with Mathematics and
Science,

TABLE III
Percentage of Preferences of Boys for Each Item
Table III shows the percentage of pupils' preferences
for each item included in the questionnaire. No. represents
the number of the test item, ^, represents the total number
of pupils answering each test item. ^ shows the percentage.
Textbooks
No. N. % Prefer
1* 108 73,1 To have assignments from one textbook,
26,9 To have assigrjnents from several text-
books.
2. 108 50.0 A story type textbook with a few facts
on each page.
50.0 A shorter textbook with many facts on
each page.
5. 108 29,6 To find out yourself how to use the
textbook.
70.4 To have the teacher show you how to
use the textbook.
Homework Assignments
4. 108 72.2 To prepare a written assignment.
27.8 To prepare an oral assignment.
ii
TABLE III, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
5« 108 61,1 A reading assignment,
38,9 Make an exhibit for an assignment,
6, 108 25,0 To prepare an assignment by yourself,
75,0 To prepare an assignment with a group,
7, 108 21,3 To do homework in the afternoon,
78.7 To do homework in the evening,
8, 108 15,7 To be given a topic to study,
84,3 To select from a list a topic to study,
9, 108 63,0 To keep a notebook with the prepared
daily assignments.
37,0 To hand in daily assignments.
10, 108 53.7 To have daily assignments,
46,3 To have independent work project.
Laboratory ana Demonstration Experiments
11, 108 22,2 To first do the experiment yourself,
77.8 To first watch the teacher do the ex-
periment,
12, 108 19.4 A puoil to demonstrate the experiment,
80,6 The teacher demonstrate the experiment.

TABLE III, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
13, 108 55.7 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be volunteers.
46.5 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be selected by the teacher.
14. 108 50.9 To do the laboratory work before the
classroom discussion of the topic.
49,1 To do the laboratory work after the
classroom discussion of the topic.
15« 108 70.4 To choose the experiment from several
experiments.
<i9.6 To ?iave the teacher select the experi-
ment from several experiments.
Examinations
16. 216 28,7 True-False type test questions.
16.7 Completion type test questions.
k7 »Q Multiple choice type test questions.
26.8 Matching type test questions.
17. 108 55.2 To answer a test question by drawing a
diagram.
4
TABLE III, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
.
64.8 To answer a test question by writing an
explanation,
18. 108 70.4 Examinations to be given always with
notice.
28.6 Examina.tions to be given sometimes with
notice and sometimes without notice.
19. 108 62.0 To have the correct answers discussed in
class when the test papers are returned.
58.0 To have comments written on paper.
20. 108 48.1 To review the subject matter in class
before an examination.
51.9 To be given a list of questions to guide
yo\ir study before an examination.
Subject Matter
21. 108 52.4 That the teacher choose the topics to
study.
67,6 That the teacher alloft^ the pupils to
help choose the topics to study.
22. 216 55.5 To study air pressure.
15.9 To study carbon dioxide.
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TABLE III, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
13.9 To oxidation.
29.2 To stxady oxygen.
3.7 To study respiration.
23. 216 19.4 To study clouds
.
15.4 To study rainfall.
22.7 To study temperature.
24.1 To study weather bureau.
20.4 To study winds.
24. 216 5.6 To study conduction.
25.5 To study expansion.
22.7 To study friction.
27.7 To study heating systems.
18.5 To study radiation.
25. 216 29.6 To study disease.
18.1 To study nutrition.
18.1 To study mental health.
S4.2 To study physical fitness.
26. 216 19.0 To study constellations
.
7.9 To study latitude.
6.9 To study longitude.
59.8 To study planets.
c
TABLE III, cont»d
No. N. % Prefer
E6,4 To study stars.
S7. 108 25.9 English as first compared with Mathe-
matics and Science.
56.1 Mathematics as first compared with
Science and English.
38.0 Science as first compared with English
and Mathematics.
Independent Work Project
28. 108 29,6 The work project should last a week.
45.4 The work project shoxild last two weeks,
25.0 The work project should last a month.
29. 108 62,0 To have the teacher select the topic
for the project,
58.0 Select the topic for the project your-
self.
30. 108 43.5 To report the project work orally.
56.5 To write the project work report.
51, 108 2,8 Praise as first choice when compared
with a good mark and a prize.
cc
TABLE III, cont'd
No. N, % Prefer
21.5 A prize as first choice when compared
with praise and a good mark.
75.9 A good mark as first choice when com-
pared with a prize and praise.
Visual Aids
32. £16 31.5 Demonstrations.
18.1 Field trips.
48.6 Moving pictures.
1.8 Still pictures.
35. 524 11.7 Biilletiri boards.
21.3 Cartoons.
4,3 Colored chalk.
17.6 Maps.
27.8 Photographs.
17,3 Posters.
34, 108 66.7 To have film shown before studying the
unit.
35.5 To have film shown after studying the
unit.
1c
c
TABLE III, contM
No. N. % Prefer
Reading Assignment
55. 108 76.9 To have all the class read the same
assignment.
23.1 To have each group read a different
assignment.
36. 108 24.1 To do an assignment by yourself.
75.9 To do an assignment with a partner.
37. 108 73.1 To select a topic for the reading
assignment.
26.9 To be assigned a copic for the reading
assignment.
38. 108 25.0 To make your report following a guide
sheet after the reading.
75.0 To report in your own way after the
reading.
Classroom Organization
59. 108 68.5 A class of boys and girls.
31.5 Pupils all your own sex.
40. 108 78.7 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
c
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TABLE III, cont'd
No. N, % Prefer
21.5 The teacher plan the classroom vtork.
41, 108 91.7 To select your own seat,
8,5 To be assigned yoiir seat,
42, 108 16.7 That the teacher call on you when
answering questions in class.
83,5 That the teacher allow you to volunteer
when answering in class.
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TABLE IV
Percentage of Preferences of Boys Above Q5%
Table IV shows the preferences indicated by 65^ or more
of the boys. The preferences are listed in order of per cent.
No, represents the number of the item, _N. represents the
number of boys answering the items. ^ shows the percentage
of the boys who made the preferences.
No. N. % Prefer
41. 108 91.7 To select own seat.
8. 108 84.5 To select from a list a topic for st-udy.
42. 108 85.5 To volunteer in answering questions in
class.
12. 108 80,6 Teacher to demonstrate the experiment.
7. 108 78.7 To do homework in the evening.
40. 108 78,7 Pupils and teacher to plan the class-
room work.
11. 108 77,8 To watch the teacher do the experiment.
35. 108 76.9 To have all the class read the same
assignment.
51. 108 75,9 Good marks as compared to prize and
praise.
56. 108 75,9 To do an assignment with a partner.

TABLE IV, cont'd
No, N. % Prefer
38, 108 75.0 To report in own way instead of follow-
ing guide sheet on work project,
6. 108 75.0 To prepare an assignment with a group.
1. 108 73.1 To have assignments all from one text-
book,
57. 108 73,1 To select topic for reading assignment,
4, 108 72.2 A written assignment to an oral assign-
ment.
5* 108 70,4 To have the teacher show you how to use
the textbook,
15» 108 70,4 To choose the experiment,
18. 108 70.4 lucaminations to be given always with
notice,
59. 108 68,5 To be in class of boys and girls,
21. 108 67.6 That the teacher allow the pupils to
help choose the topics to study,
54. 108 66,7 To have films shown before studying unit,
r
TABLE V
Percentage of Preferences of Girls for Each Item
Table V shows the percentages of pupils' preferences
for each item included in the questionnaire. No, represents
the number of the test item. N, represents the total number
of pupils answering each test item, J. shows the percentage
of the total population indicating that preference.
Textbooks
No. N. % Prefer
1. 139 7E.7 To have assignments all from one text-
book.
27.3 To have assignments from several text-
books.
2. 139 45.2 A story type textbook with a few facts
on each page.
56.3 A shorter textbook with many facts on
each page.
S* 139 21.6 To find out yourself how to use the text-
book.
78.4 To have the teacher show you how to use
the textbook.

TABLE V, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Homework Assig^nments
4. 159 9E.9 To prepare a written assignment.
7.1 To prepare an oral assignment.
5. 139 65.3 A reading assignment.
36.7 Make an exhibit for an assignment.
6. 139 £7.4 To prepare an assignment by yourself.
72. 6 To prepare an assignment with a group.
7. 139 42.4 To do homework in the afternoon.
57.6 To do homework in the evening.
8» 139 17,3 To be given a topic for study.
82.7 To select from a list a topic for study.
9. 139 57.6 To keep a notebook with the prepared
daily assignments.
42.4 To hand in daily assignments.
10, 139 57.6 To have daily assignments.
42.4 To have independent work project.
Laboratory and Demonstration Experiments
11. 139 13.7 To first do the experiment yourself
f1
TABLE V, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
86.3 To first Aratch the teacher do the ex-
periment.
12« 139 25.2 A pupil to demonstrate the experiment.
74.8 The teacher to demonstrate the experi-
ment,
15. 139 43.2 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be volunteers.
56.8 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be selected by the teacher.
14. 139 32.4 To do the laboratory work before the
classroom discussion of a topic.
67.6 To do the laboratory work after the
classroom discussion of a topic.
15. 159 63.3 To choose the experiment from several
experiments.
36.7 To have the teacher select the experi-
ment from several experiments.
16, 278 29.3
Examinations
True-False type test questions.
c
TABLE V, cont'd
Mo. N. % Prefer
11.0 Completion type test questions.
54,3 Multiple choice type test questions,
24.8 Matching type test questions,
17. 139 To answer a test question by dravd.ng a
diagram,
74.8 To answer a test question by writing
an explanation.
18. 139 72.7 Examinations to be given always with
notice.
27.3 Examinations to be given sometimes with
notice and sometimes without notice,
19, 159 73,4 To have the correct answers discussed
in class when the test papers are re-
turned,
26,6 To have comments written on paper,
20, 139 44.6 To review the subject matter in class
before an examination,
55.4 To be given a list of questions to
guide your study before an examination.
c1
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TABLE V, cont'd
No. N. Prefer
Sub.iect Matter
21. 159 29.5 That the teacher choose the topics to
study.
70.5 That the teacher allow the pupils to
help choose the topics to study.
22 278 To study air pressure.
9.0 To study carbon dioxide.
13.0 To study oxidation.
28.7 To study oxygen.
17.5 To study respiration.
278 23-4 To study clouds.
18.0 To study rainfall.
20.9 To study temperature.
21.2 To study weather bureau.
16.5 To study winds
.
24. 278 9.4 To study conduction.
34.5 To study expansion.
15.1 To study friction.
25.9 To study heating systems.
15.1 To study radiation.
cc
TABLE V, cont'd
No, N. Prefer
278 29.1 To study disease.
23.1 To study nutrition.
29.5 To study mental health.
18.3 To study physical fitness.
26- 278 22.7 To study constellations.
4.3 To study latitude.
4.7 To study longitude.
54.8 To study planets.
53.5 To study stars.
27. 159 58.3 English as first compared with Mathe-
matics and Science.
22.5 Mathematics as first compared with
Science and English.
19.4 Science as first compared with
English and Mathematics.
Independent Work Project
28. 1S9 17.5 The work project should last a week.
61.9 The work project should last two weeks.
20.8 The work project should last a month.
Cc
TABLE V, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
29, 159 61,1 To have the teacher select the topic
for the project,
38.9 To select the topic for the project
yourself,
50, 139 11,5 To report the project work orally,
88.5 To write the project work report.
51, 139 2.9 Praise as first choice when compared
with a good mark and a prize.
18.0 A prize as first choice when compared
praise and a good mark,
79.1 A good mark as first choice when com-
pared with a prize and praise.
Visual Aids
32. 278 30.6 Demonstrations.
19.4 Field trips.
46.8 Moving pictures.
5.2 Still pictures.
55, 417 13.1 Bulletin boards.
23.7 Cartoons.
6.1 Colored chalk.
r. :6
TABLE V, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
12.1 Maps.
25.7 Photographs.
21,5 Posters.
54. 159 64.7 To have film shovra before studying the
unit.
55.5 To have film shown after studying the
unit.
Reading Assignment
55. 159 74.1 To have all the class read the same
assignment,
25.9 To have each group read a different
assignment.
36. 159 19.4 To do an assignment by yourself.
80.6 To do an assignment with a partner.
57. 159 74.1 To select a topic for the reading
assignment,
25.9 To be assigned a topic for the reading
assignment.
4
TABLK V, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
38 • 139 58,5 To make your report following a giiide
sheet after the reading.
41.7 To report in yOTor own way after the
reading
•
Classroom Organization
59. 139 82.7 A class of boys and girls.
17.5 Pupils all your own sex.
40. 139 79.1 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
20,9 The teacher plan the classroom work.
41. 159 87,8 To select your own seat,
12.2 To be assigned your seat.
42. 139 7.2 That the teacher call on you when
answering questions in class.
92,8 That the teacher allow you to volun-
teer when answering questions in class.
*e
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TABLE VI
Percentage of Preferences of Girls Above 65%
Table VI shows the preferences indicated by 65% or more
of the girls. The preferences are listed in order of per cent.
No . represents the number of the item, N. represents the
number of girls answering the items. ^ shows the percentage
of the girls who made the preferences.
No. N. % Prefer
4. 1S9 92.9 To prepare written assignments.
in class.
50. 139 88.5 A written report on work projects.
41. 139 87.8 To select own seat.
11. 159 86,5 To first watch teacher do the experiment.
8. 159 82.7 To select from a list topics for study.
59. 159 82.7 Classes to be made up of boys and girls.
56. 159 80.6 To do assignment with a partner.
40. 159 79.1 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
51. 159 79.1 Good mark based over praise and prize.
5. 139 78.4 Have teacher show how to use a textbook.
17. 159 74.8 Writing an explanation to doing a draw-
ii«.

TABLE VI, cont'd
No. N. $ Prefer
12. 159 74.8 Teacher to demonstrate the experiment.
55. 159 74.1 Have all the claSvS read the same assign-
ment.
57. 159 74.1 Select ovra topic for reading assignment
19. 159 75.4 To have correct answers discussed in
class after examinations.
1. 159 72.7 One textbook to be used.
18. 159 72.7 Examinations to be given always with
notice.
6. 159 72.4 To prepare an assignment with a group.
21. 159 70.5 To choose the topics to st\ady.
14. 159 67.6 To do laboratory work after the class-
room discussion of the topic.

TABLE VII
Percentage of Preferences of Total Population for Each Item
February 1949
Table VII shows the percentage of pupils' preferences
for each item included in the questionnaire. No. represents
the nmber of the test item. N^. represents the total number
of pupils answering each test item, ^ shows the percentage
of the total population indicating that preference.
Textbooks
No. N. % Prefer
1. 245 64.1 To have all assignments from one text-
book.
35,9 To have assignments from, several text-
books.
2. 245 38,8 A story type textbook with a few facts
on each page,
61,2 A shorter textbook with many facts on
each page,
5, 245 22,9 To find out yourself how to use the
textbook,
77.1 To have the teacher show you how to use
the textbook.

TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Homey/ork Assignments
4. 245 78.0 To prepare a written assignment.
E2,0 To prepare an oral assignment.
5. 245 64.5 A reading assignment.
55.5 To make an exhibit for an assignment.
6. 245 27,8 To prepare an assignment by yourself.
72.2 To prepare an assignment with a group.
7. 245 35.1 To do homework in the afternoon.
64.9 To do homework in the evening.
8. 245 14.7 To be given a topic to study.
85.5 To select from a list a topic to study,
9. 245 62.0 To keep a notebook with the prepared
daily assignments.
S8.0 To hand in daily assignments.
10. 245 64.1 To have daily assignments.
35.9 To have independent work projects.
Laboratory and Demonstration Experiments
11. 245 17.1 To first do the experiment yourself.

TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N . % Prefer
82 « 9 To first watch the teacher do the ex-
periment.
12. 246 26.1 A pupil to demonstrate the experiment,
73.9 The teacher to demonstrate the experi-
ment.
15. 245 41.6 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be volunteers.
58.4 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be selected by the teacher.
14. 245 45.7 To do the laboratory work before the
classroom discussion of a topic.
54.5 To do the laboratory work after the
classroom discussion of a topic.
15. 245 71.4 To choose the experiment from several
experiments.
28.6 To have the teacher select the experi-
ment from several experiments.
16. 490 54.5
13.7
Examinations
True-False type test questions.
Completion type test questions.
e
TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
32,2 Multiple choice type test questions.
19,6 Matching type test questions.
17, 245 37,6 To answer a test question by drawing a
diagram,
62,4 To answer a test question by vrriting
an explanation,
18, 245 80.8 Examinations to be given always with
notice,
19,2 Examinations to be given sometimes with
notice and sometimes without notice.
19. 245 82.9 To have the correct answers discussed in
class when the test papers are returned.
17.1 To have comments written on paper,
20. 245 40.8 To review the subject matter in class
before an examination.
59.2 To be given a list of questions to guide
your stiidy before an examination.
21. 245 25,5
Subject Matter
That the teacher choose the topic to
study.

TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
74.7 That the teacher allow the pupils to
help choose the topic to study.
2.2, 480 51.0 To study air pressure.
10.6 To study carbon dioxide.
±o»L iO study 0X1uai>xon»
29.0 To study oxygen.
16.5 To study respiration.
25. 490 24.1 To study clouds.
14.S To study rainfall.
1 O o uuciy
25.5 To study weather bureau.
18.6 To study winds.
24. 489 12.5 To study conduction.
26.6 To study expansion.
19.0 To study friction.
24.7 To study heating systems.
17.2 To study medication.
25. 490 32.2 To study disease.
17.8 To study food n\itrition.
25.7 To study mental health.
26.5 To study physical fitness

TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
26. 490 19.9 To study constellations.
7.8 To study latitude.
6.6 To study longitude.
54.8 To study planets.
30.9 To study stars.
27. 235 40.4 English as first compared with Mathe-
matics and Science,
21.7 Mathematics as first compared with
Science and English.
37.9 Science as first compared with English
and Mathematics.
Independent Work Project
28. 245 21.6 The work project should last a week.
57.6 The work project should last two weeks,
20.8 The y^ork project should last a month,
29. 245 57.1 To have the teacher select the topic
for the subject.
42.9 Select the topic for the subject your-
self.
50. 246 21,6 To report the subject work orally.

TABLE VII, cont'd
Mo> N> % Prefer
78.4 To write the subject work report.
51. £45 E,4 Praise as first choice when compared
with a good mark and a prize.
4.5 A prize as first choice v;hen compared
7;ith praise and a good mark,
95.1 A good mark as first choice when com-
pared with a prize and praise.
Visual Aids
52. 489 Demonstrations.
25.6 Field trips.
45.6 Moving pictures.
4,9 Still pictures.
55, 724 15,5 Biilletin boards,
24.7 Cartoons,
7,5 Colored chalk.
15. 8 Maps,
25,6 Photographs,
14.9 Posters,
54. 245 60,8 To have film shown before studying
the unit.
c
TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
39. 2 To have film shown after studying the
unit.
Reading Assignment
35. 245 72.2 To have all the class read the same
assignment.
27.8 To have each group read different
assignments.
36. 245 34.3 To do an assignment by yourself.
65.7 To do an assignment with a partner.
37. '245 60.4 To select a topic for the reading
assignment.
39.6 To be assigned a topic for the reading
assignment.
38. 245 44.5 To make your report following a guide
sheet after the reading.
55.5 To report in your own way after the
reading.
39. 245
Classroom Organization
69.0 A class of boys and girls.
r
TABLE VII, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
31.0 Pupils all yoMC own sex.
40. 245 70,6 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
29.4 The teacher plan the classroom work.
41. 245 88.6 To select your own seat.
11.4 To be assigned your seat,
42. 245 24,9 That the teacher call on you when
answering questions in class.
75.1 That the teacher allow you to volun-
teer when answering questions in class.
1i.
TABLE VIII
Percentage of Preferences of the Total Population Above 65/^
Table VIII shows the preferences indicated by 655^ or
more of the total population. The preferences are listed in
order of per cent. No. represents the number of the item.
_N, representt^ the number of pupils answering the items.
^ shows the percentage of the pupils who made the preferences.
No. N. % Prefer
51. 245 93.1 Good marks based over prize and praise.
41. 245 88.6 To select own seat.
8. 245 85.5 To select from list topics for study.
11. 245 82.9 To first watch the teacher do experiment.
19. 245 82.9 To have correct answers discussed in
class after examinations.
18. 245 80.8 Examinations always given with notice.
50. 245 78.4 A written report on work projects.
4. 245 78.0 To prepare written assignments.
5. 245 77.1 To have teacher show how to use a text-
book.
42. 245 75.1 Volunteers be allowed to answer questions
in class.
21. 245 74.7 To choose the topics to study.
12. 245 73.9 Teacher to demonstrate the experiment.
€
TABLE VIII, cont'd
No. N.
...
Prefer
6. 245 72.2 To prepare an assignment with a group.
55. 245 72.2 To have all the class read the same
assignment.
15. 245 71.4 To choose the experiments.
40. 245 70.6 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
59. 245 69.0 Classes to be made up of boys and girls
36. 245 65.7 To do an assignment with a group.
fthere more than two choices were given the pupils
selected; True-False type examinations over completion type,
multiple choice, and matching examinations.
The following topics were chcsen:
Air pressure
Clouds
Heating systems
Disease
Physical fitness
Planets
Moving pictures
English was chosen first compared with Mathematics
and Science.

TABLE IX
Percentage of Preferences of Boys for Each Item
Table IX shows the percentage of pupils' preferences
for each item included in the questionnaire. No . represents
the number of the test item, N. represents the total number
of piipils answering each test item. ^ shows the percentage
of the total pop\ilation indicating that preference.
Textbooks
No. N. % Prefer
1. 107 64,5 To have assignments all from one text-
book,
35.5 To have assignments from several text-
books,
2. 107 40,2 A story type textbook with a few facts
on each page,
59,8 A shorter textbook with many facts on
each page.
5. 107 21.5 To find out yourself how to use the
textbook.
78.5 To have the teacher show you how to
use the textbook.

TABLE IX, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Homework Assignments
4. 107 67.5 To prepare a written assignment,
32.7 To prepare an oral assignment.
5. 107 64.6 A reading assignment.
35.5 Make an exhibit for an assignment,
6. 107 28,0 To prepare an asj^ignment by yourself,
72.0 To prepare an assignment with a group,
?• 107 25,2 To do homework in the afternoon.
74.8 To do homework in the evening,
8, 107 15,9 To be given a topic to study.
84.1 To select from a list a topic to study,
9, 107 61.7 To keep a notebook with prepared daily
assignments,
38.5 To hand in daily assignments,
10, 107 54,2 To have daily assignments,
45,8 To have independent work projects.
Laboratory and Demonstration Experiments
11. 107 22,4 To first do the experiment yourself
c
TABLE IX, cont'd
J!io. % Prefer
77.6 To first watch the teacher do the ex-
periment.
12# 107 24.5 A pupil to demonstrate the experiment.
75.7 The teacher to demonstrate the experi-
ment.
15, 107 46.7 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be volunteers.
5S.5 The pupils who do the demonstrations
should be selected by the teacher.
14. 107 49.5 To do the laboratory work before the
classroom discussion of a topic.
50.5 To do the laboratory work after the
classroom discussion of a topic.
15. 107 74.8 To choose the experiment from several
experiments.
25.2 To have the teacher select the experi-
ment from several experiments.
Examinations
16. 214 55.5 True-False type test questions.
14.0 Completion type test questions.
Ie
TABLE IX, cont'd
Ko. N. % Prefer
28,1 Multiple choice type test questions.
22,4 Matching type test questions.
17, 107 48.6 To answer a test question by dravying a
diagram,
51,4 To answer a test question by writing
an explanation,
18, 107 80,4
_
Examinations to be given always v/ith
notice.
19.6 Examinations to be given sometimes with
notice and sometimes without notice,
19, 107 81,5 To have the correct answers discussed in
class after the test papers are returned,
18.7 To have the comments written on paper,
20, 107 42.1 To review the subject matter in class
before an examination,
57.9 To be given a list of questions to guide
your studies before examinations.
Subject Matter
21, 107 25.4 That the teacher choose the topics.
cc
TABLE IX, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
76.6 That the teacher allow the pupils to
help choose the topics to study.
22. 204 28.5 To study- air pressure.
13.2 To study carbon dioxide.
16.7 To study oxidation.
28.4 To study oxygen.
15.2 To study respiration.
25. 214 24.5 To study clouds.
12,1 To study rainfall.
19.6 To study temperature.
24.8 To studv^ ^ J weather bureau.
19.2 To wind R
.
24. 214 11.2 To study conduction.
22.9 To study expansion.
24.8 To study friction.
25.2 To study heating systems.
15.9 To study radiation.
26. 214 27.6 To study disease.
15.9 To study food nutrition.
20.1 To st\ady mental health.
36.4 To study physical fitness.
Ie
TABLE IX, cont'd
Mo. H. % Prefer
26. 214 18.7 To study constellations.
11.2 To study latitude.
8,4 To study longitude.
36,5 To study planets.
25.2 To study stars.
E7, 107 24,5 English as first compared with Mathe-
matics and Science.
S5.5 Mathematics as first compared with
Science and English.
40.2 Science as first compared v?ith English
and Mathematics,
Independent Work Pro.ject
28. 107 21.5 The work project shoxald last a week.
52.3 The work project should last two weeks,
26,2 The work project shoiild last a month.
29. 107 5S.5 To have the teacher select the topic
for the project.
46,7 To select the topic for the project
yourself.
50, 107 31,8 To report the project work orally.

TABLE IX, cont'd
No. N, % Prefer
68.2 To write the project work report.
31. 107 .9 Praise as first choice when compared
with a good mark and a prize.
6.6 A prize as first choice when compared
with praise and a good mark,
92,5 A good mark as first choice vyhen com-
pared with prize and praise.
Visual Aids
32. 206 20.4 Demonstrations,
27.2 Field trips.
47,1 Moving pictures,
5,5 Still pictures,
55, 516 11,7 Bulletin boards,
24,7 Cartoons.
6.5 Colored chalk.
18.7 Maps.
26,9 Photographs.
11.7 Posters.
54. 107 71.0 To have film shown before studying unit,
29,0 To have film shown after studying unit.
€
TABLE IX, cont'd
No, N. % Prefer
Readir^ Assignments
35. 107 72.0 To have all the class read the same
assignment,
28,0 To have each group read a different
assignment.
36. 107 38.5 To do an assignment by yoiorself.
61.7 To do an assignment with a partner.
57, 107 64.5 To select a topic for the reading
assignment.
35.6 To be assigned a topic for the reading
assignment.
38. 107 55,5 To make yo\ir report following a guide
sheet after the reading,
64.5 To report in your own way after the
reading.
Classroom Organization
39. 107 66.4 A class of boys and girls.
33.6 Pupils all your own sex.
40. 107 74.8 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.

TABLE IX, cont'd
No« N. % Prefer
25.2 The teacher plan the classroom work.
41. 107 86.9 To select your own seat.
13,1 To be assigned your seat.
42, 107 32.7 That the teacher call on you when
answering questions in class.
67.5 That the teacher allow you to volunteer
when answering questions in class.
e
TABLE X
Percentage of Preferences of Boys Above 65%
Table X shows the preferences indicated by 65% or more
of the total popiilation. The preferences are listed in order
of per cent. No. represents the number of the item, N, repre-
sents the number of pupils answering the items. shows the
percentage of the pupils who made the preferences.
No. N. % Prefer
SI. 107 92.5 A good mark based over praise or a prize.
41. 107 86.9 To select own seat.
8. 107 84.1 i-o select from a list a topic for study.
19. 107 81.5 To have correct answers discussed in
class after examinations.
18. 107 80.4 Examinations to be given always with
notice.
S. 107 78.5 To have the teacher show you how to
use a textbook.
11. 107 77.6 The teacher do the experiment first.
21. 107 76.6 The pupils to choose the topics to
study.
12. 107 75.7 Teachers to demonstrate the experiments
first.
7. 107 74.8 To prepare homework in the evening.
c
TABLE X, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
15. 107 74.8 To choose the experiment.
40. 107 74.8 The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
6. 107 72.0 To prepare an assignment with a group.
55. 107 7E.0 Have all the class read the same assign-
ment.
54. 107 71.0 Have films shown before studying unit.
50. 107 68.2 A written report on work project.
4. 107 67.3 To prepare a written assignment to an
oral report.
4E. 107 67.5 Volunteers be allowed to answer
questions in class.
59. 107 66.4 To be in a class of boys and girls.
c
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TABLE XI
Percentage of Preferences of Girls for Each Item
Table XI shows the percentage of pupils' preferences
for each item included in the questionnaire. No. represents
the number of the test item, IJ. represents the total number
of pupils answering each test item, ^ sho¥/s the percentage
of the total population indicating that preference.
Textbooks
No. N. % Prefer
1, 158 6S,8 To have assignments all from one text-
book,
56.2 To have assignments from several text-
books,
2, 138 57.7 A story type textbook with a few facts
on each page.
62,5 A shorter textbook with many facts on
each page,
3, 158 25,9 To find out yourself how to use the
textbook,
76,1 To have the teacher show you how to use
the textbook.

TABLE XI, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Homevaork Assignments
4. 153 86.2 To prepare a written assignment.
13.8 To prepare an oral assignment.
5. 158 64,5 A reading assignment.
55.5 To make an exhibit for an assignment.
6. 138 27.5 To prepare an assignment yourself.
72,5 To prepare an assignment with a group.
7. 158 42.8 To do homework in the afternoon.
57.2 To do homework in the evening.
8. 158 15.8 To be given a topic to study.
86.2 To select from a list a topic to study,
9. 158 62.5 To keep a notebook with the prepared
daily assignments.
57.7 To hand in daily assignments.
10, 138 71,7 To have daily assignments.
28.5 To have independent work projects.
Laboratory and Demonstration Experiments
11, 138 13,0 To first do the experiment yourself.

TABLE XI, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
87.0 To first watch the teacher do the ex-
periment,
IE. 138 E7.5 A pupil to demonstrate the experiment.
72.5 The teacher to demonstrate the experi-
ment.
13, 158 37.7 The pupils who do the experiment should
be volunteers.
62.3 The pupils who do the demonstration
should be selected by the teacher.
14, 138 42.8 To do the laboratory work before the
classroom discussion of a topic.
57,2 To do the laboratory work after the
classroom discussion of a topic.
15, 158 68.8 To choose the experiment from several
experiments,
51.2 To have the teacher select the experi-
ment from several experiments.
16. 276 33.7
13.4
Examinations
True-False type test questions.
Completion type test questions.

TABLE XI, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
55.5 Multiple choice type test questions.
17.4 Matching type test questions.
17. 138 E9.0 To answer a test question by drawing a
diagram.
71.0 To answer a test question by writing
an explanation.
18, 138 81.^ Examinations to be given always with
notice,
18.8 Examinations to be given sometimes with
notice and sometimes without notice,
19, 138 84,1 To have the correct answers discussed in
class when the test papers are retiirned,
15.9 To have comments written on paper,
20. 158 39,9 To review the subject matter in class
before an examination,
60.1 To be given a list of questions to guide
your studies before an examination.
21. 158 26.8
Sub.-ject Matter
That the teacher choose the topic to
study.

TABLE XI, cont'd
No, N. % Prefer
73.2 That the teacher allow pupils to help
choose the topic to stiidy.
22. 276 53.0 To study air pressure.
8,7 To st\idy carbon dioxide,
10.5 To study oxidation,
29.3 To study oxygen.
18.5 To study respiration.
23. 276 25.9 To study clouds.
17.0 To study rainfall.
18.5 To study temperature.
22.5 To study weather biareau.
18.1 To study winds.
24. 275 13.4 To study conduction.
29,5 To study expansion.
14.5 To study friction.
24.4 To study heating systems.
18.2 To study radiation.
25. 276 35.9 To study disease.
19.2 To study food nutrition.
26.4 To study mental health,
18.5 To study physical fitness.

TABLE XI, cont'd
No. N, % Prefer
26 . 278 21.2 To stiody constellations.
5.4 To study latitude.
5.4 To study longitiide.
55.5 To study planets.
54. 5 To study stars.
27. 158 50.0 English as first compared with Mathe-
matics and Science.
16.7 Mathematics as first compared with
Science and English,
55.5 Science as first compared with English
and Mathematics,
Independent Work Pro.ject
28. 158 21.7 The work project shotiLd last a week.
61.6 The work project should last two weeks,
16.7 The work project should last a month,
29. 158 60,1 To have the teacher select the topic
for the project.
59.9 To select the topic for the project
yourself.
50. 158 15.8 To report the project work orally.
i
TABLE XI, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
86.2 To write the project work report.
51. 158 5.6 Praise as first choice when compared
with good mark and a prize.
2,9 A prize as first choice when compared
with good mark and praise.
93.5 A good mark as first choice when com-
pared with a prize and praise.
Visual Aids
52. 276 24.6 Demonstrations.
25.0 Field trips.
45.7 Moving pictures.
4.7 Still pictures.
55. 408 15.0 Bulletin boards.
24.8 Cartoons.
8.3 Colored chalk.
10.0 Maps.
24.5 Photographs.
17.4 Posters.
54. 138 52.9 To have film shown before stxidying unit.
47.1 To have film shown after studying unit.

TABLE XI, cont'd
No. N. % Prefer
Reading Assignment
36« 138 7<d,5 To have all the class read the same
assignment,
ii7,5 To have each group read different
assignments.
56. 138 31.2 To do an assignment by yourself.
68.8 To do an assignment with a partner.
57. 138 57.2 To select a topic for the reading
assignment.
42.8 To be assigned a topic for the reading
assignment.
58. 158 51.4 To make your report following a guide
sheet after the reading.
48.6 To report in your own way after the
reading.
Classroom Organization
59. 158 71.0 A class of boys and girls.
29.0 Pupils all yc-ur own sex.
40. 138 67.4 The teacher and pupils plan classroom
work.
. hi
TABLE XI, cont'd
No, N. % Prefer J]
52,6 The teacher plan the classroom work,
41, 158 89,9 To select your own seat,
10.1 To be assigned your seat,
42, 158 18,8 That the teacher call on you when
answering questions in class,
81.2 That the teacher allow you to volunteer
when answering questions in class.

TABLL XII
Percentage of Preferences of Girls Above 65^
Table XII shows the preferences indicated by 65^ or
more of the girls. The preferences are listed in order of
per cent. No. represents the number of the item. N. repre-
sents the number of girls answering the item. j& shows the
percentage of the girls who made the preference.
No. N. Prefer
31. 158 95.5 Good mark based over praise and a prize.
41. 138 89.9 To select own seat.
11. 138 87.0 To first watch teacher do the experiment.
4. 138 86.2 To prepare written assignments.
8. 138 86.2 To select from a list a topic for study.
30, 138 86.2 A written report on work projects.
19. 138 84.1 To have correct answers discussed in
class after examinations.
18. 138 81.2 Examinations always to be given with
notice.
42. 158 81.2 Volunteers be allowed to answer
questions in class.
3. 138 76.1 To have teacher show how to use a text-
book.
21. 138 73.2 That the pupils choose the topics to
study.
f
TABLE XII, cont'd
No. N. %
6. 138 72.5
12. 138 72.5
35. 138 72.5
10. 138 71.7
17. 138 71.0
39. 138 71.0
15. 138 68.8
36. 138 68.8
40. 138 67.4
Prefer
To prepare assignments with a group.
Teacher to demonstrate the experiment.
Have all the class read the same assign-
ment.
To have daily assignments to work
projects.
To write an explanation than do a
drawing.
Class to be made up of boys and girls.
To choose the experiments.
To do an assigTiment with a partner.
The teacher and pupils plan the class-
room work.
4
TABLE XIII
Comparison of Preferences Above 65^ for Both Tests
95 92 91 90 89 88 87 86 85 84 83 82 81 80 79 78 77 76 75 74 73 72 71 70 69 68 67 66 65
Totals I 42^ 4U llL S6^ 12^ 39^ 35° 3L 6L lU 18^ 21^' I9U 15^f 34D
Item
Numbers 40° 51^ 30^ 37° yL 581-
41 8" ltd rjL1 11 35 6 1 4 5 39^ 21^
Total I
40° 36^ 37° 15° 34°
Boys
38^
31^
18°
30^ 41° 11^ 8^ 36^ 40° 3^ I2L 19° 1° 21^ 14!-
Total I
4° 39° sii- 35° 6^
Girls
37° 18°
sii- 41° 8^ 11^ 18° 4° 5^ 42^ 21^ 12^ 6^ 15° 40° 59° 36^
Totals II
19° 35°
sii- 41° 19° 18° 11^ 21^ 121- 34° 30^ 4° 39°
Totals II
15° 55° 42^
Boys
401-
31^ 41° 11^ 4° 19° 18° 3^ 21^ 6^ 10° 15° 40°
Total II
4^ 12^ 17!- 36^
197
Girls
50^ 35° 39°
Numbers indicate the item number of the questionnaire.
U indicates upper choice. L indicates lower choice.
iJ
TABLE XIV
Items Selected and Percentage of Preferences Above 65^
Item Boys I Boys II Girls I Girls II Totals I Totals II
1^ 7S 72 72
1 u 7ftf 0 7ft 7A 7A 77
72 67 91^X 86 85 78
6^ 75 72 72 72 75 72
78 74 66
84 84 82 86 85 85
10^ 71
11^ 77 77 86 81wX 82 82
12^ 80 76 74 72 77 7S
14^^ 67
JL%J 1 v 7A 68 66 711 X
X « 75 711 X 70• w
JLO onwv/ 72 81ox 711 X 80
19^ 81 75 84 68WW 82
p-i L fi7 76 70 75 69 74
nX l/Xl iUOX V LiiUXCCO •
30-^ DO OQ00
51^ 76 98 76 95 77 95
54U 67 71 66
55U 76 72 74 72 76 72
56^ 75 80 68 78 66
75 74 75
58^ 75 66
39U 76 66 82 71 76 69
40^ 78 74 79 67 78 70
4lU 91 86 87 89 89 88
42^ 85 67 92 81 88 76
c
TABLE XV
Comparison of Percentage Changes of Preferences Above 65%, Tests I and II
Item Boys I Boys II Change Girls I Girls II Change Totals I Totals II Change
1° 73 64 -9 72 63 -9 72 64 -8
70 78 /8 78 76 -2 74 77 /5
4° 72 67 -5 91 86 -5 85 78 -6
75 72 -S 72 72 0 75 72 -1
78 74 -4 66 64 /5
84 84 0 82 86 /4 85 85 /2
67 71 /14 55 64 ^
77 77 0 86 87 /I 82 82 0
li' 80 75 -5 74 72 -2 77 75 -4
67 57 -10 59 54 -5
1^ 70 74 M 6S 68 /5 66 71 /5
76 71 -4 70 62 -8
18° 70 80 /lo 72 81 /9 71 80 /9
19° 62 81 /19 75 84 Al 68 82 /14
21^ 67 76 /9 70 75 69 74
22-29 Items where more than two choices were given.
56 68 /12 88 86 -2 74 78 A
75 92 /17 75 95 /18 77 93 /16
54" 67 71 65 fin e—
o
55° 76 72 -4 74 72 -2 75 72 -3
56?- 75 61 -14 80 68 -12 78 65 -13
S7U. 75 64 -9 74 57 A7 75 60 -7
58^ 75 64 -11 65 55 -10
39'! 76 66 -10 82 71 -11 76 69 -10
40U 78 74 -4 79 67 -12 78 70 -8
4lD 91 86 -5 87 89 /2 89 88 -1
42^ 83 67 -14 92 81 -11 88 75 -15
I'v
i
TABLE. XVI
Gain or Loss of Percentage Points. Tests I and II, and of Those Items With 65% or Better Preferences
Item
No.
Boys I & II
% Change
Girls I & II
^ Change
Totals I & II
% Change Findings
l" -9 -9 -8 One textbook over several.
-Z 7^ Teacher show how to use the text.
4U
-5 -5 -5 Rritten assignments over oral assignments.
-s 0 -1 Work in groups.
7L
-4 /5 Prepare homework in the evenings.
8^ 0 A 7^ To select topics for study.
idD /14 Daily assignments.
0 A 0 Teacher do the experiments first.
1^ -5 -2 -4 Teacher demonstrate experiments.
I4L
-10 -5 Laboratory work after class discussion.
15" /4 /5 To choose the experiment from several experiments.
I7L
-4 -8 Written explanations over drawings.
18" /lO /9 /9 Examinations be given always with notice.
19" A9 /II /14 Answers be discussed in class after examinations.
21^ /9 /s /5 Pupils help to choose the topics for study.
SO^ /12 -2 /4 Written reports over oral reports.
31^ /17 /18 /16 Good mark over praise and prize.
34" /4 -5 Have films shown before studying unit of work.
35U
-4 -2 -3 All the class do the same assignment.
56^
-14 -12 -13 Do assignments with a partner.
57"
-9 /17 -7 Select topics for reading assignment.
58^
-11 -10 Report assignments in own way.
39"
-10 -11 -10 Be in a class of boys and girls.
400 -4 -12 -8 Pupils and teacher plan the class work.
4lU
-5 /2 -1 To select own seat.
42^-
-14 -11 -15 Volunteers be allowed to answer questions in class.
i(
TABLE XVII
Stable Preferences .
The range of percentage is from 65/o to 95^. The range
is 2Q percentage points. The upper 25% of this will give a range
of 7 percentage points. Response items which show a range of 7
percentage points or less can be considered stable preferences.
Item
No.
Total
Chang;e
Conclusions
Pupils Prefer at Jxinior High School Level
3^ /3 Teaciiers to show how to use textbooks.
4^
-5 Written assignments.
6^
-1 To work in groups.
7L
f ho To study in the evening.
/2 To select own topics for study.
llL 0 Teachers to do the experiments.
12^ -4 Teachers to demonstrate the experiments.
-5 Laboratory work to follow class discussion.
15^ /5 To choose the experiment.
21^ /6 Pupils help to choose topics for study.
Written reports over oral on work projects.
34U
-0 Films shown before studying unit of work.
35U
-3 Whole class to do the same assignment.
37'^
-7 Select topics for reading assignments.
41^
-1 Select own seat.
iI;.
I.I'
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to determine the preferences of junior high
school pupils in general science, a questionnaire was adminis-
tered to 247 pupils enrolled in a junior high school in
liValtham, Massachusetts, The questionnaire was administered
three times before the final form was devised. The final
form was administered in November and repeated again in
February when all classes had completed one unit of work and
were working on a new unit.
The data were analyzed to show the preferences of
the total population, of the boys, and of the girls. The
preferences were shown through the use of percentages of
pupils indicating certain choices.
A summary of the findings show that 65% or more of
all the pupils for both times would prefer:
1. To have all assignments from one textbook.
£, To have the teacher show ho?f to use the textbook.
3. Prefer to have written assignments.
4. To prepare assignments with a group.
5. To prepare homework in the evening.
6. To select from a list a topic for study.
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?• That the teacher demonstrate the experiment.
8, To select experiments.
9. To write explanations in answering test questions.
10. Examina-tions always to be given with notice.
11. To have correct answers discussed in class after
examinations.
12. To allow pupils to help choose topics for study,
15. Topics selected by the teacher for work projects.
14. To give a written report when reporting a work
project.
15. Good mark rather than prize and praise.
16. To have films shown before studying unit.
17. To have all the class read the same assignment.
18. To prepare assignments with partners.
19. To select topic when reading assignments are given.
20. To report using own method after reading assignment.
21. To have classes made up of boys and girls.
22. To have teacher and pupils plan the classroom work.
25. To select own seat.
24. Volunteers be called on in class.
In addition to the preferences of all pupils, the
following choices were made where more than two choices were
given:
1. Pupils prefer to have true-false examinations.
lot
2. English was preferred over science and mathematics,
3. Movies were preferred over field trips and excursions.
4. Topics on air, heat, weather, and health were pre-
ferred by all groups.
The following conclusions may be made:
1. Junior high school pupils do have definite preferences
in science.
2. There is a similarity in the preferences of boys
and girls.
3. Interests are permanent enough to warrant considera-
tion in the science curriculim,
4. Interests involve reactions to specific things and
they may be modified by reeducation.
Suggestions for the modification of classroom organ-
ization, teaching procedures, curriculum planning, and text-
book revision are some of the educational implications which
may be indicated by the results of this study.
Suggestions for Further Research
1. Construct a similar questionnaire in order to in-
vestigate preferences in other science fields at
the secondary level.
2. Administer questionnaire to pupils not enrolled in
science courses, and compare their preferences with
(N
the findings of this study.
Construct a similar questionnaire asking pupils to
select the procedure which they believe to be the
better learning sittaation.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX
This questionnaire is a part of a Masters Thesis
being done at Boston University. It is an attempt to discover
pupils' preferences in science. It deals with textbooks,
assignments, and classroom procedure.
Direction to teacher ;
Pronounce ar^r difficult words; give the meanings
for any word the pupils may not iinderstand.
Directions to pupils (read to pupils);
This is a questionnaire which gives you a chance to
tell what you like in science classes. None of the questions
is meant to be tricky* If you do not understand any question,
hold up your hand, and I will come to your desk and explain it
to you. Be sure to read each question carefully; understand
it before you answer. You do not have to hiirry. Some of the
questions ask you to check one answer, but a few ask you to
check two answers. Notice the number you are to mark, Mark
the answer you woiild prefer or like best. Now look at the
front page. Write in your name and the other information.
(Wait until all the pupils have finished). Now I shall read
the directions on page A and you follow along silently with
me. (Read directions on page A aloud as pupils read silently).
Are there sny questions? Turn the page and start marking the
answers you prefer.

Hi
PREFERENCE qUESTIOMAIRE
. Age
Sex
Teacher's Name Grade
Date
If you could have the science classes taught the way you like
best, these questions will give you a chance to show what you really
like. When you answer these questions, you are giving teachers
information that will help to Improve their science classes. In
each question there is a place for you to check your preference.
Be sure to read carefully and to check every question.
Name__^
School
r
TEXTBOOKS 112
1. Would you prefer to have your assigniaents all from;
( ) one textbook
( ) several textbooks
2. IVhich would you like better:
( ) a story type textbook with a few facts on each page
( ) a shorter textbook with many facts on each page
3. IVhich would you like better:
( ) to find out yourself how to use a textbook
( ) to have the teacher show you how to use the textbook.
HOmJORK ASSIGNJiffiNTS
4. I'^Jhich type of assignment would you prefer to prepare:
( ) a written a ssignment
( ) an oral report
5« Which would you like better for an assignment:
( ) a reading assignment
( ) making an exhibit
6. Would you rather prepare an assignment:
( ) by yourself
( ) with a group
7. At what time of day would you rather prepare your homework:
( ) in the afternoon
( ) the evening
6. Would you rather:
( ) be given a topic
( ) select from a list a topic for study
9, Would you prefer to:
( ) keep a notebook with the prepared dally assignments
( ) liand in dally assignments
10, Do you prefer:
( ) dally assignments
{ ) independent work projects
c
LABORATORY AM) DMONSTRATION EXPERIMENTS 113
11, Vi/hich would you prefer:
( ) to first do the experiment yourself
( ) to first watch the teacher do the experiment
12, Who would you prefer to demonstrate the experiment:
( ) u pupil
( ) a teacher
13, The pupils who do the demonstration should be selected:
( ) by the teacher
( ) from volunteers
14, When do you prefer to do the laboratory work:
( ) before the classroom discussion of a topic
( ) after the classroom discussion of a topic
15, If several experiments demonstrating each principle are given,
would you prefer:
( ) to choose the experiment
( ) to have the teacher select the experiment
EXAIvIINATIOKS
16, The following are objective type test questions; check the two (8)
you prefer:
( ) true-false
( ) coupicjtiou (write in correct word)
( ) multiple! choice (select ri^^ht answer from 3 or 4 choices)
( ) matching
17, Woula you prefer t o answer a test question by:
( ) drawing a diagram
( ) writing an explanation
18, Would you like examinations to be given:
( ) always with notice
( ) sometimes with notice and sometimes without notice
19, When test papers are returned, would you prefer:
( ) to have the correct ansvjers discussed in class
( ) to have comments written on your paper
-3-
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20, Before an examination, would you prefer: ^ ^ ^
( ) to review the subject matter in class
( ) to be given a list of questiona to guide your study.
SUBJECT MATTER
21, Would you prefer that the teacher:
( ) choose the topics to study
( ) allow the pupils to help choose the topics to study
22, The following topics about air are usually included in science units.
Check the two (2) you would prefer to study:
( ) air pressure ( ) oxidation
( ) carbon-diozide ( ) ozygen
( ) respiration
23, The following topics about weather are usually included in science units.
Check the two (2) you would prefer to study
( ) clouds ( ) temperature
( ) rainfall ( ) weather bureau
( ) winds
24, The following topics about heat are usually included in science units.
Check the two (2) you would prefer to study:
( ) conduction ( ) friction
( ) expansion ( ) heating systems
( ) radiation
25, The following topics about health are usually included in science units.
Check the two (2) you would prefer to study:
( ) disease ( ) mental health
( ) food nutrition ( ) physical fitness
26, The following topics about astronomy are usually included in science units,
Check the two (2) you would prefer to study:
( ) constellations ( ) longitude
( ) latitude ( ) planets
( ) stars
27, Nnmbor onp. (l) to thi'Pe (3) In o rder of your preference:
( ) English
( ) mathematics
( ) science
-4-
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INDEPENDENT WORK PROJECT
2G, How long should a work project last? Check the one (1) you prefer:
( ) a week
( ) two weeks
( ) a month
E9. For the project, would you prefer t o have the topics by:
( ) the teacher
( ) yourself
30# When you are reporting the project work, would you prefer to make:
( ) an oral report
( ) a written report
31, Concerning rewards, number one (1) to three (3) In order of your
preference:
( ) praise
( ) prize
( ) good marks
VISUAL AIDS
32, Below is a list of visual aids. Check the two (2) you prefer:
( ) demonstrations ( ) moving pictures
( ) field trips ( ) still pictures
33, The following are visual aids used In science classes. Check the
three (3) you prefer:
( ) bulletin boards ( ) maps
( ) cartoons ( ) photographs
( ) colored chalk ( ) posters
34, Would you prefer t o have films shown:
( ) before studying unit
( ) after studying unit
READING ASSIGNMENT
35, Would you prefer:
( ) to have all the class read the same assignment
( ) to have each group read a different assignment
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36. Would you prefer to do an assignment:
( ) tiy yourself
( ) with a partner
37, When there is a reading assignment, would you prefer:
( ) to select a topic
( ) to be assigned a topic
39, After the reading, would you prefer:
( ) to make your report following a guide sheet
( ) to report in your own way
CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION
39. Would you prefer to be In a class of:
( ) boys and girls
( ) pupils of your own sex
40» Would you prefer that:
( ) the teacher and pupils plan the classroom work
( ) the teacher plan the classroom work
41, Would you prefer;
( ) to select your seat
( ) ito be assigned your seat
42^ Txt, euswe*vlng quGstlons in class, would you prefer that the teacher
( ) call on you
( ) allow you to volunteer
lie
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